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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!  

Please ensure that before you begin this Maitrijusha Master Level Symbols course you: 

1) Have completed The Unified Pathway To Light (Master Level) OR Pathway To Light Volume 
3 - New Blue Moon OR Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher Level 9.

2) Have completed the Maitrijusha Master Level Symbols - Volume 1 - Maitrijusha & 
Maitrijusha-Ni course.

3) Have activated (unlocked) the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies and attunement  
using the activation code & instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Maitrijusha Master Level Symbols journey! 

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)

Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group

Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook

Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage

Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster

Find out how you can help

Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information
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Activating (Unlocking) The Maitrijusha Gold Infinity Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful Master Level Symbol 
energies, it is very important that you firstly activate or 
‘unlock’ the energies and attunement in this ebook. Once this 
is completed, you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light 
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Master Level Symbol energies! May 
you enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the 
energies and attunements for Maitrijusha Gold Infinity.  

With the unique activation code 0̷42415933 may this be so.  
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An Outline Of The Maitrijusha Master Level Symbols Series: 
Please find below a tabled outline of the Maitrijusha Master Level Symbol Series:

                                                                www.loveinspiration.org.nz                                        V13: 18.05.23V

Maitrijusha Master Level Symbols

Volume Name Completion 
Timeframe Prerequisite

One

Maitrijusha 
& 

Maitrijusha-
Ni

12 days
(including a 
minimum  
prescribed 

practice of 11 
days)

A Master of one healing system 
OR 

Pathway To Light Volume 1 - The Golden Mile

Two Maitrijusha 
Gold Infinity 19 days 

The Unified Pathway To Light - Master Level  
OR 

Pathway To Light Volume 3 - New Blue Moon 
OR

Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher Level 9
AND 

Maitrijusha Volume 1

Three
Maitrijusha 

Gold 
Eternity

3 - 4 months

The Unified Pathway To Transcending  
The  Light - Volume 2  

OR 
Pathway To Light Volume 8 - The Grey Smoke 

AND 
Maitrijusha Volume 2

Four Maitrijusha 
Complete 7 weeks

Blue Light - An Ascended Pathway To Faith & 
Higher Consciousness - Volume 1 - The 

Gateway 
AND 

Maitrijusha Volume 3

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Maitrijusha Master Level Symbols 
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Introducing Maitrijusha Gold Infinity: 
We welcome you to the Master Level Symbols MAITRIJUSHA GOLD INFINITY! Here is the 
information received about the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies:

“Greetings dear ones, you are welcome here to this new and exciting level of healing energies. The energies received at 
this high level of achievement are indeed a reward and also a transitionary stance before moving on to higher levels 
within your love consciousness. You can be again reassured of your healing growth at this time and of the purity of 

energies coming to you. 

Ensure as always that your intention when using any of these energies is as high and as expansive as you can stretch 
to. The energies, especially at the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity level are infinitely expansive and your intention is the only 

limitation. All the energies embedded into your system from the Maitrijusha Gold and Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbols 
embody a pure consciousness; a pure way of being and loving and living in line with the highest intentions to benefit all. 

You are indeed ready for this new adjustment in energies and we wish you well on your pathway to light. 

Keep in mind always that the love of the most divine beings are with you on this journey. You are always being 
showered in divine and pure love; it is simply up to you whether you choose to invite it in. Open your heart further than 
ever before and allow it to radiate love further than ever before. The Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies are here to offer 

the ‘stretch’ and expansion required in order to radiate infinitely the golden energies of pure light and love. Always 
maintain high intentions on this pathway and do not limit yourself by believing in 

false potentials, for you are indeed greater and more blessed than you can realise. 

For the benefit of all, we thankyou deeply and immensely for receiving these 
energies and helping to grow and heighten the awareness and love within you. 

With Golden Maitri blessings.” 
  ~ Rieo 
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1. An outline of Maitrijusha Gold Infinity: 
This Master level symbols course is one of our most dynamic, powerful and fulfilling practices so far! 
It is a beautiful and magical doorway that holds an infinite amount of divine light, love & bliss for 
anyone who wishes to harness a purely altruistic intention.

During the Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni practices, you have been introduced to the idea of 
‘combining’ frequencies and this will again be important here with the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity 
practices also.

During the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity level you will be introduced to 3 symbols; Maitrijusha Gold, 
Maitrijusha-Na & Maitrijusha Gold Infinity. During the first two weeks you are attuned to, and work 
with, the Maitrijusha Gold and Maitrijusha-Na symbols and after this practice, you then graduate to 
receiving the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity Master Symbol attunement and practices.

The important point to be understood here is that once you receive the attunement for Maitrijusha 
Gold Infinity, this symbol will now encompass or bring together all of the Maitrijusha Gold & 
Maitrijusha Na energies. In other words, after you receive the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement, 
you will no longer need to work with the Maitrijusha Gold or the Maitrijusha-Na symbols at all 
(should you choose!) in either healing or meditation. 

An outline of the energies, attunements and timeframes is shown in the table below:

For those wishing to share these Master level energies with others, please allow yourself the time to 
first complete this course before sharing. 
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Maitrijusha Gold Infinity

Day Info

1 Invoke the attunements for Maitrijusha Gold and Maitrijusha-Na.

2 - 15 2 weeks practice using Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na symbols.

16 Invoke the attunement for the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity  
energies and start chanting the Maitri mantra.

17 - 19 Continue chanting the Maitri mantra as often as possible.  
On Day 19 your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement is complete.

20 Start using the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies  
on yourself and others!
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2. Instructions For Receiving Your Maitrijusha Gold and 
Maitrijusha-Na Attunements:

To ensure that the attunement process works successfully we ask that you follow the below 
instructions as best you can. Most importantly, please relax, open up and receive these beautiful and 
expansive healing gifts with love. 

NOTE: Before you receive your attunements, please ensure that you have activated (unlocked) 
the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which unlocks the energies and 
gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked the energies, this means that you have 
activated your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement, along with both the Maitrijusha Gold & 
Maitrijusha-Na frequencies also, specifically for you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your Maitrijusha journey by working through 
this ebook, at your own pace and receiving the energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies for 
yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on Page III of this 
ebook.

Once you have activated (unlocked) the energies, you will now be able to 
simply follow along with the process outlined below for receiving the attunements.

Day 1 : Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na Attunements

1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 15 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft healing or relaxing music, light some candles or 
burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke the first attunement; Maitrijusha Gold:
Invoke the Maitrijusha Gold attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position whilst saying the following:

Now your attunement will commence and will take around 3 - 5 minutes to complete, so perhaps you 
may wish to sit or lie down for around 10 minutes or so to allow for a full digestion of the 
energies. You can either time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy drop off a little.  
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“With love and Maitri kindness I call upon the energies of 
Maitrijusha Gold to be attuned into my higher consciousness. May 

the embedded Maitri light heal and awaken me for the infinite 
benefit of all. Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Also, you don’t have to leave your hands in prayer position for the entire time, please feel free to rest 
your hands either by your side, over your heart chakra or as you feel most comfortable for you. 
When you feel the energy drop off, or after about 10 minutes, you are now ready to invoke the 
second attunement.

3. Invoke the second attunement; Maitrijusha-Na:
This attunement is invoked in exactly the same way as the Maitrijusha Gold attunement. Simply 
place the hands together, fingertips touching in prayer position and say the following.  
(Please find the pronunciation for Maitrijusha-Na here).

Now your second attunement will commence and will take around 4-5 minutes to complete, so 
again, it is best if you can receive these energies for around 10 minutes or so. 

During these attunements, you may feel some energy moving, you may feel relaxed, peaceful or you  
may feel very little. Whatever the case may be, by following along with these 
instructions, you will now have received both attunements and will be able to 
practice the techniques described in the following sections.

4. Closing the attunement:
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

Days 2 - 15 : Two weeks practice using Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na symbols

Please see the information in Sections 3, 4 & 5 on the following pages for information on completing 
these symbol practices.
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“With love and Maitri kindness I call upon the energies of 
Maitrijusha-Na to be attuned into my higher consciousness. 
May the embedded Maitri light heal and awaken me for the 

infinite benefit of all. Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks  
for receiving the divine Maitrijusha Gold  

and Maitrijusha-Na attunements. 
May I use this new energy for the benefit of all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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3. Introducing The Maitrijusha Gold Energies: 
From your previous Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni Master Level Symbols course, you will have no 
doubt experienced a blossoming of love from your practices, especially if you are combining many 
different healing frequencies into this symbol.

So it is here that the symbol Maitrijusha Gold brings us to a higher and more deeply divine upgrade 
in these Maitri energies. The Guides have explained that the Maitrijusha Gold energies are up to 10 
- 100 times more powerful than the Maitrijusha symbol itself! 

Where the Maitrijusha and Maitrijusha-Ni work on the ‘gross’ energies i.e. with more physical 
purification often being the result, these new Maitrijusha Gold (and Maitrijusha-Na) energies work 
more gently at a more subtle level of energies. In this way, these energies are good for those 

problems or issues at higher vibrations, 
or that are more deeply embedded at a 
subtle layer. 

For example, Maitrijusha Gold is 
extremely effective in pushing out fear 
so please be prepared to be squeezed 
during your practice time! You may 
perhaps feel some conscious thoughts 
of fear as well as fear coming out in 
your dreams as examples of these 
energies being released from within 
you.

It is for this very reason why the 
Maitrijusha-Na energies have been 
passed down to us here at this point. As 
you will see in the next section, the 
Maitrijusha-Na energies will help to 
alleviate some of the healing crisis 
symptoms so that we can clear away 
very deep layers of darkness more easily.

During Marty and Gerry’s Maitrijusha 
Gold symbol practice, they also 
experienced a very large and beautiful 
set of glowing, radiating ‘balls’ of divine 
Maitri energy being embedded into 
their chakras. 

This can only happen once enough fear has been released in order to make room for these new 
beautiful and golden energies and it is for this reason that the 2 week symbol practice time is so 
important!  
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The Maitrijusha Gold symbol is shown below and works in three stages:
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1) The circle - Releasing (the old)

2)  The Star - Healing (with Maitri light)

3)  The Maitrijusha symbol - Receiving (new energies)
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Please note that the inner Maitrijusha symbol is drawn as you would normally and in 
line with the instructions from the Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni manual.

Additional notes about the Maitrijusha Gold symbol:

It can be used where you need, for as long as you need. (In other words use 
your intuition for where to place the symbol and for how long to use it.)

It can be used on it’s own, or for additional energy you can ‘load’ other 
energies into the Maitrijusha symbol (inside the star) to amplify the energies 
in the same way as we did in the Maitrijusha symbol practice.

Maitrijusha Gold must be used with a ‘crystal-clear intention’. Your intention 
must be very strong and very clear - we will come back to this a little further 
down for our Maitrijusha Gold Infinity practice.

If you wish to, you may recite the words ‘releasing, healing, receiving’ as you 
draw each stage of the symbol (in conjunction with the circle, star & Maitrijusha symbol)

For the symbol practice period, the symbols Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na are to be used 
alongside each other. We therefore now wish to introduce the Maitrijusha-Na symbol briefly before 
we explain how to do the actual practices. 

4. Introducing Maitrijusha-Na: 
As Maitrijusha Gold opens and expels fears from within, Maitrijusha-Na works alongside by drawing 
the old, unwanted or negative energies into itself, thus clearing toxins from the body more 
effectively and helping to lessen the effects of any suffering caused (i.e. experiencing fear, emotions, 
bad dreams etc.).

Therefore, because of this beautiful inter-relationship between the two sets of energies, the Guides 
have prescribed that Maitrijusha Gold and Maitrijusha-Na be used side-by-side during this 2 week 
practice. 

First we use Maitrijusha Gold to bring about the necessary healing and then Maitrijusha-Na to 
soothe and perhaps swallow any old, unwanted or negative energies that are ready to 

be released from the body. 

At a deeper level, it was also explained that Maitrijusha-Na has a second function: to 
balance and stabilise the energies within the recipient as Maitrijusha Gold does it’s 
work. Essentially, Maitrijusha-Na helps us to maintain equilibrium as the old energies 
flow out and new energies flow in.

Additional notes about the Maitrijusha-Na symbol:

The semicircle on the outside is what differentiates Maitrijusha from Maitrijusha-
Na, so please don’t forget it!

Maitrijusha-Na does not have to be used in conjunction with Maitrijusha Gold; it is 
optional, however due to it’s helpful effects, it is definitely recommended.

Note that in the Maitrijusha-Na symbol the outside circle is drawn first, as opposed 
to Maitrijusha where the outside circle is drawn last.
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5. Instructions For Using Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na: 
The following practices for Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na are to be completed once, twice 
or three times daily (as you wish) for a period of two weeks. By completing this practice, you are 
allowing these energies to be assimilated within your consciousness and are therefore preparing 
yourself to receive the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement.

*** We wish to remind you again that both the Maitrijusha Gold and Maitrijusha-Na energies are 
contained within the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol so these practices below are required for this 
two week period only. After you receive your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement, you will then 
simply follow along with the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity practices as outlined further in the book. 

For now, we hope you enjoy this 2 week period of healing, growth and expansion and may it clear 
much space for the infinite love vibration which is the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol!
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       How to do the Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na symbol practice 

1. State your intention that this will be your Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na symbol 
practice.  

2. Set your intention for the healing or meditation work that you wish to do. Please 
remember to set a strong and clear intention. Remember also to include in the 
intention that you wish for Maitrijusha-Na to absorb or draw out any and all 
impurities that are released from the Maitrijusha Gold symbol work.

3. Draw the Maitrijusha Gold symbol (and if you wish to, you can say releasing, healing, 
receiving as you draw). As an additional optional step, you may load any additional 
energies into the Maitrijusha Gold centre if you wish to.

4. Now draw out the Maitrijusha-Na symbol alongside Maitrijusha Gold and if you can, 
hold this visualisation or intention. 

5. Repeat the sacred names of the symbols whilst sending or placing into your own body 
(for the benefit of all!). ** See notes below

6. The energies may now take a minute or two to begin to build up in power, then you 
can receive or send for as long as you wish. 

7. When the energies drop off, be sure to give thanks!

This practice should be repeated once, twice or three times daily for a period of two weeks.  

** Please note that as The Guides did for Marty and Gerry, we have deliberately left this symbol 
practice quite open for you to explore for yourself. (I.e. there are no set instructions on where to put 
the symbol or for how long). These energies are deeply divine and come from an immensely pure 
source so the more open and expansive your intention is, the more energies you will likely feel from 
your practice.

At this stage of your journey, you will no doubt have some familiarity with how to practice for the 
benefit of all beings and it is with this mindset that we suggest you approach this practice. For 
example, if you are doing healing work on yourself, please be sure to also hold the intention to 
benefit all as paramount. If you are shining for others, please be sure to again keep the infinite 
collective consciousness in mind as you do this. There are many ways that we can cultivate an 
infinite, divine or altruistic intention so please be creative and have fun with this practice!

** As an additional note here, it may also be helpful during your Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na 
practices to be aware of the Maitri mantra. This mantra is a very powerful complement to these 
Maitrijusha practices and can help to add a deeply divine feeling of loving kindness  to your practice.

Son Wha   Ney Hi   Nig Ma   Gya Wi   Gya Tey   
Gya Wi   En Dig   Nyen Dey   Nig Ma 

If you wish to, you can download or play the Maitri Mantra (Mantra 2) from our website. Sing along 
or play it in the background; this mantra will help to bring immeasurable benefit into your life!
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6. Introducing Maitrijusha Gold Infinity: 
After your two weeks of Maitrijusha Gold & Maitrijusha-Na symbol practice, you are now able to 
receive the blessings & attunement for the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity Master Symbol.

And as we’ve mentioned previously, the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol is the combination of 
Maitrijusha Gold and Maitrijusha-Na together, thus making your symbol practice, meditations and 
healing work far easier. The Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol will do all the necessary releasing, 
healing and receiving of energies as in Maitrijusha Gold PLUS it will also absorb & draw out of any 
energies released, as in Maitrijusha-Na.

Feel free to also load this symbol up with whatever frequencies you wish so that you can then shine 
these blessings & love outward for all to benefit from! And as you continue to progress in this 
practice, you will surely realise just how much this symbol responds to the width and expansiveness 
of your intention. 

You may wish to send out these higher vibration healing energies to all those who are in need at this 
time; may all those people in the world receive what they need so that this new love filled 
consciousness can blossom beautifully & swiftly!

These kinds of expansive & deeply loving intentions will always help you to bring more healing 
within yourself and more intensity from your practice for the benefit of all - we hope that you will 
enjoy creating these wonderful and rewarding intentions in your own meditation & healing practices.
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7. Instructions for Receiving The Maitrijusha Gold Infinity Attunement: 

Please note that this attunement is different to previous attunements so please read the instructions 
first and then follow them through. Your attunement will only be complete after the three days of 
mantra recitation have been finished. 

Day 16 : Maitrijusha Gold Infinity Attunement & Start Chanting Mantras

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 30 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft healing or relaxing music, light some candles or 
burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Sit Quietly & Prepare Internally
Sit quietly for 5 - 10 minutes and prepare yourself internally for receiving the Maitrijusha Gold 
Infinity attunement. (This was part of the instructions from the Guides).

3. Invoke the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity Attunement
Invoke the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement by placing the hands together, 
fingertips touching in prayer position whilst saying the following:

4. Draw the Symbol
Draw the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol and place it into your Third Eye Chakra for 12 - 15 minutes  
(or until you feel the energies drop off) whilst repeating the symbol’s sacred name. If you wish to, 
you may also try to radiate these beautiful energies outward for the benefit of all as they come to 
you during the attunement!

5. Closing the attunement
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude.
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“With love and Maitri kindness I call upon the energies of 
Maitrijusha Gold Infinity to be attuned into my higher 

consciousness. May the embedded Maitri light  
heal and awaken me for the infinite benefit of all.  

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement. 

May I radiate these new energies for the benefit of all. 
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
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6. Mantra Reciting (Day 16, 17, 18 & 19)
Immediately after your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement steps 1 - 5 are completed, you are ready 
to begin chanting the Maitri Mantra as often as possible, for a period of three days, in order to 
complete your attunement. If you take your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement at say 3pm on Day 
16, then you will chant the mantra as often as possible until 3pm on Day 19, at which time your 
attunement will be complete. Or if you take your attunement at 9am on Day 16, then you will chant 
mantras until 9am on Day 19, at which time your attunement will be complete. 

Chanting simply means repeating the mantra over and over, either out loud or silently in your head, 
or a mixture of both - whatever works for you. This process of connecting with the mantra helps to 
embed the symbol and energies into your consciousness and helps to activate a deeper level of Maitri 
energies within the symbol. Here is the Maitri mantra again:

Son Wha   Ney Hi   Nig Ma   Gya Wi   Gya Tey         
Gya Wi   En Dig   Nyen Dey   Nig Ma 

Although we don’t have an exact translation of what the mantra means, we can tell you that this 
mantra is written in the Maitri language and calls on the energies of Maitri Guru (‘Maha Maitri 
Marga Gyawi’ in Maitri language). This sacred mantra is a truly divine and precious gift to receive 
here. Simply chant the mantra as often as you possibly can during the three days for the most 
benefit.

To help make this process a little easier for you (as the mantra can be quite difficult to learn) we 
lovingly suggest that you play the mantra music as a starting point and simply repeat the mantra as 
best you can throughout this time.    

Maitri Dharma Mantras

After these three days of chanting the Maitri mantra, the attunement process is 
then complete. The necessary energies have been activated and you may now 
start using the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol on yourself and others (from 
Day 20 onwards).

*** As an additional note, during this Maitrijusha Gold Infinity three days (and for 
a few more days afterward), both Marty and Gerry experienced quite a large 
‘clean out’ in the intestinal or Sacral Chakra area. This was as a result of many old 
emotions clearing from the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity practices; things that were 
stored, old perspectives etc. All specifically in this lower sacral area. 

Of course everyone is very different in their healing issues but please don't be 
surprised or concerned if you have some intestinal upsets or a few extra trips to 
the toilet during this time as the healing & attuning energies do their work!
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8. How To Use Maitrijusha Gold Infinity: 
Once you have completed your three days of chanting the Maitri 
mantra and the attunement process is completed, you may now start 
using the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol on yourself and others, 
from Day 20 onwards.

To begin with then, Higher Consciousness explained that it will take 
from 7 - 14 days of symbol use for your energies to adjust to this new 
frequency, with the average time of assimilation being around 10 days. 
Therefore, with this in mind, They have prescribed the following practice 
times which will now be relevant at this stage of your journey.

• Practice once per day for the first 4-7 days for 3-4 minutes, building to around 7-8 minutes, as you 
feel guided to. 

• Then you can extend the practice to twice per day, again starting with 3-4 minutes per session, 
building to 7-8 minutes, as you feel guided to.

(These practice times also apply in situations where you wish to use this symbol for others however 
as always, please trust your intuition and do what feels right for you.)

Note that there is no ‘exact’ time limit for how long or how often you can use the Maitrijusha Gold 
Infinity symbol on yourself or others, other than what has been described above by Higher 
Consciousness. Above all, it is important that you trust your own intuition and inner feelings as you 
continue to progress and please also trust that the energies are divinely intelligent and will always 
drop off when they are ready. 

Also, as Higher Consciousness has suggested previously, the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies are 
best suited for those issues at a higher vibration, as the energies go to work on deeper and more 
subtle levels of your energy system. Essentially this means that the energies radiated by the 
Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol will not be specifically targeting any particular ailment on its own, 
but rather they will be helping to introduce a higher frequency of love & light which will help to 
soothe, rebalance and reconnect your energies so that the underlying impurities, problems or dis-
eases can then be healed and cleared successfully. 

At this stage of learning then, we can understand that the Maitrijusha and Maitrijusha-Ni energies 
work on a ‘gross’ level, which means that there might be more ‘physical’ purification experienced 
when connecting regularly with these symbols. The Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies then 
complement this by working at a more subtle level. In this way, the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity 
energies are very helpful for those problems & issues that are locked in at higher vibrations, or for 
those issues that are felt and experienced at a very subtle level.

*****
Practices for using Maitrijusha Gold Infinity:
When you use the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol, either on yourself or others, it is best to always 
follow your intuition and trust in the divinely guided aspects of this symbol. However, in addition to 
this, Higher Consciousness has lovingly brought through four suggestions for how you can connect 
with the Maitrijusha Gold Infinite energies for both healing yourself and healing others, as shown on 
the following page:
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1. Draw out a very large Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol in front of your body (e.g. draw the 
symbol out a few feet in front of you and draw it quite large, approximately 1 metre x 1 metre in 
size). Now, you can allow the energies to radiate into you from this very large symbol and after 
some time, you may even start to feel the symbol merging into you (or you merging into it). 

For healing others, a similar approach can be applied. Simply visualise / draw the large symbol a 
few feet in front of the recipient & allow the 
energies to radiate into their being from this 
very large symbol.

2. Another technique is to tap the Maitrijusha 
Gold Infinite symbol into the Heart, Third Eye, 
or Crown Chakra and just allow the energies to 
radiate from there. Remember to use the most 
expansive intention possible so that these 
energies can radiate lovingly and magnificently 
for all. Shine, shine & shine for the infinite 
benefit of all beings!

3. Just like we learnt in the previous Maitrijusha 
teachings, the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol 
can also be loaded up with whatever energies you wish. For example, you can load up the 
Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol with any symbols or with the energies of Usui Reiki, The Unified 
Pathway To Light, Mahasambodhi Dharmasangha, Maitri Guru, Creator, God or any other source 
you feel connected with. Once you have loaded everything into the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity 
symbol, the symbol will then radiate with all these energies combined, sort of like an all-in-one 
package that you can now use meditatively or in your healing work for others. Remember again 
to be as expansive as possible in your intention!

4. Finally, we can use the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol through ‘The Triple Approach’. This is a 
new technique being introduced here that combines all of the Maitrijusha practices learnt so far.  
We begin by drawing out the Maitrijusha symbol above the head and drawing out the 
Maitrijusha-Ni symbol below the feet ( just like you remember from the Volume 1 practice). Then, 
you tap the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol into the Heart Chakra or alternatively, you can draw 
out a very large Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol a few feet in front of you and just let it radiate 
into you from here. 

Now, all of these three symbols will work together in harmony in what is a multi-faceted healing 
technique. The Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol will be offering you very calming & soothing 
energies which is why it works so well with the deeply cleansing & physically purifying energies 
of Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni. 

For this ‘Triple Approach’ technique, Higher Consciousness has lovingly suggested that you please 
be very gentle when using this technique in your healing sessions with others. The reason for this 
is that your recipient will not have been attuned to these energies and they may be very strong 
or bring about deep healing. They therefore suggest that perhaps it is best to use Maitrijusha & 
Maitrijusha-Ni for a few minutes first and then add the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol for just a 
minute or two at the end, whilst being sure to use your intuition for more guidance about what 
the recipient is needing at the time.
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To help you with a more deepened understanding about The Triple Approach, we have put 
together an image, below, which may help you to understand exactly how The Triple Approach 
works. (Note that this image depicts the technique where the symbol is drawn a few feet in front 
of the recipient, but you can also put the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol into the Heart Chakra 
as explained above). 

We hope that you will enjoy working with this new technique and may it help to bring about a 
vast array of deep inner healing on your journey forwards!

In addition to the four practices outlined above, we also lovingly recommend that you also visit the 
Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group page to view the comments and ideas from others 
about how to use the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol. We are all unique in our approach to energy 
based healing so its always nice to see what others are working with on their own journey. When 
using the group, you can simply use the ‘search’ function on the left hand side of the group page to 
type in keywords like ‘Maitrijusha’ or ‘Maitrijusha Gold Infinity’ and then you can see any posts in the 
group where those words appear. Wonderful!
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Combined With Maitrijusha Gold Infinity
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from a few feet in 
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Uses of Maitrijusha Gold Infinity:
As we’ve already mentioned, the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol will be offering you a series of 
very calming & soothing energies, further humbly described by Higher Consciousness below: 

“Maitrijusha Gold Infinity is like a hot cup of tea brought in by your mother on a  
cold day when you are sick in bed. Soothing, calming, nurturing.”

Uses of the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol are outlined below:

The symbol has restorative effects on brain function and tissues and is therefore useful before 
exams, for those with mental anguish or anxiety or for those with dementia.

It is beneficial for growths in the body (eg. cysts, tumours etc). 

It is helpful in fighting viruses; coughs & colds or anywhere that a virus is overrunning the 
immune system. Again, the soothing & calming energies are restoring the energy system of 
the recipient by literally soothing & calming the imbalances so the healing can then take place 
from there. 

The symbol is helpful in traumatic or stressful situations to soothe & calm nerves. It can be 
programmed to use in the future, such as a stressful event that is coming up, where you can 
visualise the symbol radiating in front of you at that future time and place. (For example an 
upcoming exam, an upcoming speech in front of a crowd, an upcoming flight if you are a 
nervous flyer or if you are bringing a baby on board a flight).

It is useful for diseases such as cancers & melanomas and for deficiencies (such as vitamin 
deficiencies). And it can be helpful to use on those undergoing severe medical treatments like 
chemotherapy where the body is ‘shocked’ out of balance.

Use it to energise pure water before drinking or over medications to help alleviate side effects. 
Or over food before eating to aid in digestion, reduce any aggravating effects (eg. eating 
gluten if you are gluten intolerant), or if you are ‘emotional eating’, (when you consume the 
Maitrijusha Gold Infinity infused food it will help to soothe & calm the emotions).

Use it over noisy or hyperactive children (or adults) or animals. And also for shock, fright, 
paranoia, terror, stress. For example someone who has been in a car accident, has just found 
out a person dear to them has passed, has broken up with their partner, or an animal that has 
been frightened by fire-works or a storm.
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The Triple Approach is a good way of cleansing & detoxing, with an added sense of calmness, 
nurturing and soothing. Use it above the earth, a city, a country, a house, a neighbourhood, or 
a person/persons who you feel are in need.

For those of you who are doing your healing work through a more meditative format, this 
symbol is best accompanied by truly altruistic & very expansive intentions. Remember that if 
you are shining this symbol’s energies outward for the benefit of all beings, you too will surely 
receive many great healing benefits!

And again we wish to reiterate that you are now at a level where you can really help to create 
a more light filled, love filled and harmonious universe so please, use this symbol with an 
expansive and truly infinite perspective!

For example, you can imagine the symbol shining throughout the entire world, the entire 
galaxy or even the entire cosmos! There is no limit to our infinite selves or to how far this 
symbol can radiate so please let go of all limiting beliefs & embrace your truly infinite and 
divine reality.

*****

Overall, there are endless possibilities for use of the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol,  
but if you simply keep in mind that it is for soothing, calming and nurturing, then use it in any 
situation in which those qualities will help. 

Further symbol use insights from Marty and Gerry:
Gerry also tried using the symbol to shine over situations from the past where there had been 
trauma in her life, helping to ease / heal the stress, tension, trauma at the time. In doing so, she 
imagined herself in the situation and drew the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol a few feet in front of 
her, allowing it to radiate its soothing & calming energy. In some cases Gerry experienced a sensation 
of that past stress or trauma in the present time and then gradually it eased (like it was being 
removed). For example, she put it over herself at a funeral she had been to and images of that day 
came rushing back and then a sense of peace was washed over her.

After experimenting with this beautiful symbol, Gerry decided that Maitrijusha Gold Infinity would 
be great to have permanently sitting above her, radiating the calming & soothing energies for all 
situations, so she tried programming it to be there all the time! 

Have a play yourself and try the multitude of ways to use this symbol and remember to use your 
expansive intention for the benefit of all. When Gerry remembered this ‘expansive intention’ 
concept, she visualised the symbol above the earth and asked it to stay there (instead of selfishly 
above herself)! Upon doing so she felt the symbol strongly radiating inside her heart. Beautiful!

We hope that you enjoy the energies of this remarkably pure & divine healing symbol. May it bring 
you a great deal of depth, expansion and love into your practice, and may it bring immeasurable 
benefit to the collective consciousness!

*****
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9. Final Comments: 
Congratulations on attaining your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity attunement and energies! Both Marty & 
Gerry particularly love this Maitrijusha Gold Infinity symbol as a way of healing the collective 
consciousness and as a wonderful complement to any healing or meditation session.

We truly hope that you will also enjoy working with these beautiful and love filled energies and may 
they bring more happiness, joy and love into your life and into our collective being.

Looking forwards then:

If you are completing these energies after finishing Pathway To Light - Volume 3: New Blue 
Moon, then you are now ready to commence Volume 4 - Red-Fire Fox as soon as the 4 month 
waiting period (between Volume 3 - New Blue Moon and Volume 4 - Red-Fire Fox) is completed. 
(Maitrijusha Gold Infinity will most likely have been completed somewhere throughout this 4 
month period).

If you are completing these energies after finishing Advanced Usui Reiki Level 9, then we wish 
you well with your Maitrijusha Gold Infinity practices and with The Rainbow Gaige practices also! 
Maitrijusha Gold Infinity really enhances The Rainbow Gaige practices beautifully!

If you are completing these energies after finishing The Unified Pathway To Transcending The 
Light - Volume 2 - ‘The Diamon Ascension’, then congratulations on completing this prerequisite 
for Volume 3 - ‘A New Light’. Once you have waited your three days from the completion of 
Phase Four, then completed the 19 days of Maitrijusha Gold Infinity, please wait 14 - 21 days 
before commencing Volume Three - ‘A New Light’.

We are delighted that you have received this truly profound and wonderfully expansive healing gift 
and we sincerely hope and pray that you will now use this for the absolute and infinite benefit of all 
beings throughout the infinite creation!                                                                              

With Divine Maitri Light,
Love Inspiration & 
Maitri Foundation 
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Would You Like To Help? 

You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due  
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers & 
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help  

make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and  
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:

Make a donation 

Sponsor an ebook 

Help us Fundraise 

Donate A Healing Session 

Donate A Reiki Event 

Share with others 

Translate for others 

Become a teacher 

Write a testimonial 

Help us improve 

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks  
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all. 

 
Blessings & Thankyou,   

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation 
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all find pure Love and be absolutely & infinitely happy and free from suffering. 
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